
 THE EMERGENCE OF THE

 PALESTINIAN WOMEN'S MOVEMENT,

 ELLEN L. FLEISCHMANN

 In 1929, Palestinian women inaugurated their involvement in organ-

 ized political activism with the founding of a women's movement.

 This article examines the first ten years of that movement, highlight-

 ing its contradictions, strategies, and achievements against the back-

 ground of mounting political conflict and the Arab Revolt. Arguing

 that the movement, though not feminist" in the contemporary sense,

 had a pronounced gender consciousness, the author shows how the

 women's implicit critique of gender norms constituted a major ele-

 ment in their oppositional strategies and tactics.

 IN OCTOBER 1933, ARTHUR WAUCHOPE, the British high commissioner of Pales-

 tine, noted a "new and disquieting feature" in violent demonstrations taking

 place in Jerusalem and Jaffa: "the prominent part taken by women of good

 family as well as others." Reporting on the demonstrations, which resulted in

 the shooting deaths by police of twenty-six Palestinians, police protested

 that the women had assaulted them, kicked at the gates of government of-

 fices, and "did all they could to urge the male members of the demonstration

 to defy Police orders."' A few years later, on 29 July 1936, the newspaper al-

 Difa' reported that police in Acre attacked a group of demonstrating wo-

 men, wounded several young girls carrying flags at the head of the proces-

 sion, and arrested one Mrs. Hassun.2

 These incidents show that, despite most historians' dismissive references

 to Palestinian women's activity during the Mandate period as "bourgeois,"
 politically "unaware,"3 and "passive," these women had established an or-

 ganized and often militant movement that was actively involved in social,
 political, and national affairs. Yet while the history of this women's move-

 ment remains marginalized4-and this at a time when writing on the con-
 temporary political activities of Palestinian women has evolved virtually into
 a genre all its own, especially since the intifada-it in fact reveals much
 about Palestinian history in general. The evolution of the women's move-
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 ment during the first decade of its existence reflected the ambivalence in

 Palestinian society about social transformations, changing gender defini-

 tions, and new constructions of Arab middle-class womanhood; about the

 relationship between the women's and the male-led nationalist movements;

 about middle-class women's role as "modern," future citizens in a nation-

 state; and even about the role of the colonial government.

 The movement was also, arguably, the first articulation of Palestinian fem-

 inism. This early feminism defies easy analysis and has to be situated within

 the complex intersection of nationalism, feminism, and colonialism. Analo-

 gous to other women's movements in colonized historical contexts, Palestin-

 ian women did not define themselves solely by gender, nor did they

 perceive a sharp break between nationalism and feminism.5 The veryfact of

 Palestinian Arab women building sustaining, organizing, and even paying

 for a movement of their own, as opposed to reacting to events and then
 retiring into private life, constitutes a kind of feminist act when considered in

 its historical context.

 THE EMERGENCE OF THE MOVENT

 The "official" inauguration of an organized women's movement in Pales-

 tine occurred in the wake of the Wailing Wall incidents of 1929. The reper-
 cussions of the violence, which resulted in the deaths of 133 Jews and at
 least 116 Arabs, the arrest of 1,300 people (mostly Arabs), and the execution

 of three Arab men, had a profound effect on Palestinian society.6 The Pales-

 tinian national movement was galvanized by the riots. Initially targeting the
 British government and public opinion via delegations and written missives

 to London (and elsewhere), by the mid-1930s it was resorting to the militant
 tactics that led to the 1936-39 Arab Revolt.

 It was in this context of escalating crisis that Palestinian women, respond-
 ing to calls by the Arab Executive, the leadership of the nationalist move-

 ment at the time, decided to act by formally organizing their own self-

 consciously political movement. Charitable women's associations-estab-
 lished, funded, and run by women-had existed as early as 1910 and had

 filled important socioeconomic functions, particularly with the devastation

 and collapse following World War I.7 Palestinian women had also engaged
 early on in protests against British policies, though within a less organized
 framework. In 1920, for example, before the official onset of the Mandate,

 twenty-nine women from northern Palestine protested the Balfour Declara-
 tion in a letter to the chief administrator of the region, writing that "we Mos-
 lem and Christian ladies who represent other ladies of Palestine protest

 vigorously."8 Women participated in violent disturbances between Arabs
 and Jews that broke out inJaffa in May 1921; held meetings, formed commit-
 tees, and raised funds to support a delegation sent to London by the Arab
 Executive; and direcdy confronted the government in meetings, calling for
 independence and an end to Jewish immigration.9
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 18 JOURNAL OF PALEsTNE STuDIEs

 But what happened on 26 October 1929 was of a different order: Palestin-

 ian women deliberately and self-consciously launched a movement, whose

 inaugural event was the convening in Jerusalem of the Palestine Arab Wo-

 men's Congress. More than 200 women from all over the country attended

 the congress, which passed resolutions addressing the national problem and

 pledged to "support all resolutions, decisions, and demands of the Arab Ex-

 ecutive."10 A smaller delegation absented itself from the congress to present

 the resolutions to the high commissioner at Government House, and upon

 their return all the participants held a demonstration in which they were

 driven in a convoy throughout the city, horns honking, visiting foreign con-

 suls to whom they presented their resolutions. Finally, the women held a

 concluding session, where an Arab Women's Executive Committee (AWE)

 The Palestinian women's delegation at Government House to present
 the Arab Women's Congress resolutions to the hihcomsinr
 Second left is Matiel Mogannami, one of the movement's leaders.

 was elected to execute and administer the congress's resolutions.1' 1It is im-
 portant to note that the congress activities were carefully planned in ad-
 vance, showing the political sophistication of the organizers. The press was
 alerted beforehand. The AWE that was "elected" at the congress had actually
 been formed at preliminary meetings, which also drafted the resolutions that
 were "irubber stamped" at the congress.'12 Nor was the demonstration in the
 motor convoy a spontaneous event. The week before the congress, the or-
 ganizers had announced their intention to demonstrate at Government
 House, but the high commissioner intervened, attempting to enlist "some of
 the Moslem leaders to dissuade the women from holding the demonstra-
 tion." At first the men "declined to intervene," but, after the government
 threatened to stop the demonstration by force, they arranged to have it take
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 THE EMERGENCE OF THE PALESTININ WOMEN'S MOVEMENT, 1929-39 19

 place, though without any speeches, in automobiles following a set itinerary

 and accompanied by policemen and soldiers.'3

 Although the resolutions of the congress and the AWE's subsequent activ-

 ities focused primarily on the national issue, the movement clearly situated

 gender at the forefront of its political consciousness. One of the major goals

 of the congress was specifically to act as a catalyst for women all over Pales-

 tine to organize their own movement. In addition to the demands presented

 to the high commissioner, the congress resolved to participate in an "Arab

 women's national awakening [nahda] like other countries"; consider the

 congress the foundation of the women's movement in Palestine; make con-

 tact with other women's organizations in Egypt, Iraq, and Syria; unify the

 women's movement in Palestine by establishing Arab women's associations;

 encourage national trade and industry; and attempt to spread Arabic culture

 in Palestine.14

 The gender consciousness of the movement's founders was muted, often

 inconsistent, and subtly subversive rather than explicitly "feminist" in the

 contemporary sense of the term, its gender critique often hidden within a

 manipulation of traditional gender norms. But it is important to stress that

 despite the charitable and socially oriented character of much of their work,

 the women explicitly conceived their movement in political terms, even

 while not considering themselves an auxiliary of the nationalist movement.

 By referring consistently to themselves as the women's movement, they self-

 consciously staked out a political position.

 The AWE was the executive organ of the countrywide Arab Women's As-

 sociation (AWA)15 that was launched by the October 1929 congress. The

 AWA's aims, as articulated in its founding bylaws, were to "elevate the stand-

 ing of women" through economic and educational development and to as-

 sist "national institutions" by supporting any "enterprise" that would benefit

 the country economically, socially, and politically.'6 Soon after the congress,

 the AWE called a meeting to organize the Jerusalem Women's Association as

 a branch of the AWA. Although affiliates were eventually established in Acre,

 Gaza, Haifa, Jaffa, Nablus, Nazareth, and Ramla, the Jerusalem branch was

 the dominant chapter and semiofficial center from which the AWE oper-

 ated.'7 Indeed, the distinction between the AWE and the Jerusalem AWA

 during the early 1930s was nebulous, since in practice the AWE in those
 early years constituted the leadership both of the women's movement in Pal-

 estine and the Jerusalem AWA.18

 THE LEADERSHIP OF THE MOVEMENT

 Sources differ on the exact membership of the Jerusalem-dominated
 AWE. Those who definitely belonged, having been mentioned in more than

 one source, are Tarab 'Abd al-Hadi, Katrin Dib, Shahinda Duzdar, Fatima al-

 Husayni, Khadija al-Husayni, Na'imati 'Alami al-Husayni, Anisa al-Khadra,
 Wahida al-Khalidi, Matiel Mogannam, Diya Nashashibi, Zahiyya Nashashibi,
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 20 JOURNAL OF PALESTNE STUDIES

 Melia Sakakini, Zlikha Shihabi, and Mary Shihada.'9 These women repre-
 sented an interesting cross section of prominent and not-so-prominent fami-

 lies, the majority from Jerusalem. Indeed, most of the women involved in the

 women's movement were from the urban, educated, middle, and wealthier

 classes that constituted the elite in Palestine. They came from families whose

 men were merchants, landowners, 'ulama, or professionals, such as teach-

 ers, lawyers, medical doctors, and civil servants in the Mandate government.

 A number of women on the AWE were professionals in their own right: Me-

 lia Sakakini, for example, was a teacher and school headmistress, and Mary

 Shihada wrote for her husband's newspaper, Mirat al-Sharq.

 A significant number of the most prominent women leaders were either

 young and single or young and married.20 Initially, married women were

 more visible as official spokeswomen, chairs of large meetings, speakers at

 demonstrations, and signatories of memoranda and telegrams. But the single

 women ultimately remained in the movement for longer periods and domi-

 nated the leadership positions to a large degree, as is illustrated by their

 lengthy tenures in executive positions. Long-term Arab Women's Union

 (AWU) president Zlikha Shihabi and AWA president Zahiyya Nashashibi, for

 example, were both unmarried, as was Nashashibi's predecessor, Shahinda

 Duzdar.

 It is clear from the substance of the women's correspondence and con-

 tacts with the government that they were extremely well-informed about

 daily political developments as well as about the internal machinations of

 British diplomacy and Mandate politics. A distinctive attribute of the AWE

 was the connection between it and the (male) Arab Executive, which led the

 national movement until its dissolution in 1934 and subsequent replacement

 by the Arab Higher Committee. Five women21 on the AWE were married to
 members of the Arab Executive: Tarab 'Abd al-Hadi ('Auni), Na'imati al-
 Husayni (Jamal), Anisa al-Khadra (Subhi), Matiel Mogannam (Mughannam),

 and Mary Shihada (Bulos).22 Melia Sakakini, who was unmarried, was the
 sister of Khalil Sakakini, also a member of the Arab Executive.23 The presi-
 dent of the AWE, Wahida al-Khalidi, was the wife of Husayn Fakhri al-
 Khalidi, elected mayor of Jerusalem in 1934 and a member of the Arab
 Higher Committee as of its creation in 1936. Other women were married
 to government officials who had access to power and information. Later,

 during the Arab Revolt, some of the women's husbands were imprisoned
 and/or exiled by the British.

 Clearly the women discussed politics with their husbands, family friends,
 and male relatives and learned through them what was going on within the
 nationalist movement. Still, it is not justified, as some writers have done, to

 dismiss the women's leadership-and indeed the entire movement-as
 "merely" the relatives of the male nationalist leaders. Indeed, despite a cer-

 tain degree of cooperation with the national movement,24 the women's
 movement was keen to remain clearly separate, with its own meetings, dem-
 onstrations, and subsidiary institutions, and sometimes fought to protect its
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 distinct identity. For example, when the Nablus women organized a local

 chapter after the 1929 congress, men intervened in the meeting and at-

 tempted to take control of the funds the women had collected. The womern

 immediately resolved that their organization would be independent and

 "never allow men to join," but would "only accept their useful suggestions

 and their valuable advice, as they would accept the same from the ladies."25

 The fact that the movement was limited to upper- and middle-class wo-

 men is not surprising. The peasant women who constituted the overwhelm-

 ing majority of the population during this period had neither the literacy

 skills nor the time to participate, and the middle- and

 upper-class women who dominated the movement The women's movement

 did not actively recruit beyond their own ranks.26 It was keen to remain clearly

 must also be said that, above and beyond their genu- separate, with its own

 ine sense of social responsibility, the women's lead- meetings, demonstrations,

 ership was not without a certain condescension and subsidiary institutions,

 toward village, peasant, and poorer women. Matiel and sometimes fought to

 Mogannam revealed elite women's sense of political protect its distinct identity.
 as well as social hegemony27 when she described
 how the movement organized in the villages: "They brought the poor wo-

 men to us and we would tell them you should do this or that to better your-

 self, your children."28 Zahiyya Nashashibi described the AWA's work with
 village women as "spreading nationalist principles among the villagers

 [and] working toward raising their morale."29

 Despite the relative homogeneity in terms of class, there were certain

 "cultural" differences within the women's movement, and notably differ-

 ences over such issues as traditional or "modern" (i.e., Western) customs or

 dress. A 1936 press interview with Matiel Mogannam is telling in this respect:

 All English women think Arab women are uncultured. They

 believe they speak only Arabic, that they all wear veils and
 rush away at the sight of a man. How I wish I could take

 English women around to see my cultured Arab friends.

 How surprised they would be-European clothes, silk

 stockings, highheeled shoes, permanently waved hair,
 manicured hands.30

 This type of attitude was not representative of all the women in the move-

 ment and may even have occasioned some tension. Historical photographs
 of the leadership show some wearing face and/or head coverings.31

 In terms of religious composition, the movement was decidedly nonsec-

 tarian. Both Muslims and Christians held leadership positions, though the
 Christians were better represented than their share of the population at large:
 The AWE counted four Christians among its ten to fourteen members.32 Nor
 was religion in any way an issue in the movement, as is clear from the press
 and documentary record as well as interviews. The "Muslim-Christian" tie
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 22 JOURNAL OF PALFSFNE STUDIES

 was evoked repeatedly, and the movement constantly emphasized that

 "Muslim women share[d] ... with their sisters, the Christian womX1en" in the
 "national women's awakening."33

 Throughout the first half of the 1930s, the women had generally managed

 to transcend the dissensions that increasingly characterized the male-led na-

 tional movement, whose effectiveness was seriously undermined by the bit-

 ter division over political tactics and, notably, the rivalry between the

 Husayni and Nashashibi factions. Indeed, the women's movement had even

 been elevated in the press as exemplars of unity. An admiring 1935 article in

 al-Karmil, for example, commends the women for "distanc[ing] themselves

 from factionalism and quarreling" and expresses the hope that "Perhaps this

 may influence men and dampen if only a little their factional and clannish

 ardor."34 But the seams of harmony had already been strained before the
 Arab Revolt,35 and the women's movement, in an atmosphere of rising polit-

 ical tensions and with many of its leaders married or related to men allied

 with the competing factions,36 could not but be affected.

 By late 1938, the AWA-Jerusalem split into two groups: the Arab Women's

 Association and the Arab Women's Union.37 Details about the split are elu-
 sive, and informants were reluctant to discuss it even almost sixty years after

 the event, indicating the power the myth of national unity still exerts within

 Palestinian national memory.38 However, there was agreement that the frac-
 ture was related to the Husayni-Nashashibi rivalry, though some also sug-

 gested that a contributing factor may have been a "profound divergence
 between conservative and progressive tendencies within the women's
 movement," as reflected in conflict over the feminist versus nationalist con-

 tent of the movement and manifested by disagreement over whether women
 should wear "modern" (i.e., Western) dress.39 Whatever the causes, it would
 appear that the AWU, aligned with the Husayni faction, evolved into the
 more "political" of the two groups40 and that it was this group that subse-
 quently played the dominant role. At all events, despite the breach, actual
 enmity and hostility were muted, at least publicly, and women from both
 groups continued to work together.

 LoCAL ORGANZATION AND AFFILIATES

 The various affiliates of the women's movement were organizationally
 fluid and eclectic. Many local women's organizations predated the 1929 con-

 gress. But the momentum of the congress resulted in conscious attempts to

 affiliate these already existing groups with the movement-initially as repre-

 sented by the AWA-and to help found new chapters. The Jerusalem wo-

 men, for example, dispatched a delegation to Nazareth in 1930 to help

 establish a group there, while the Haifa women's group traveled to Jinin,

 Nablus, and Tulkarm in 1935 to do the same.41

 Cooperative relations existed between the various organizations. Groups
 from one city would provide solidarity and mutual aid to others, particularly
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 after an incident, as when women's delegations from Jerusalem and Jaffa

 visited Nablus after violent demonstrations in 1931, delivering speeches and

 visiting the wounded with the Nablus AWA.4Y Women's organizations from
 different towns would often join forces, as when the women of Jerusalem

 participated with the Jaffa women in the October 1933 demonstrations.43 On

 the other hand, competition occasionally arose, particularly over the promi-

 nent role played by Jerusalem.

 The Jerusalem AWA (and, after the split of 1938, the AWU) played a more

 diplomatic role in the overall activities of the movement. It met most fre-

 quendy with government officials and visiting dignitaries and had a network
 of contacts with international organizations, such as other women's associa-

 tions and nationalist groups like the Indian National Congress. It is unclear to

 what extent the Jerusalem organization directed and centralized the activities

 of the other groups in the 1930s, but clearly it dominated the national scene,

 particularly in terms of representing the movement externally. This situation

 appears to have continued after the split, with the more political AWU, sanc-

 tioned by the main party of the national movement, henceforth the main
 force. It would seem that most regional organizations operated (loosely)

 under its bailiwick.

 Despite Jerusalem's lead, which was natural given its proximity to the seat

 of government and access to information from the corridors of Mandatory

 power, the other affiliates developed distinct identities and were sometimes
 more original and militant in their organizational styles. This was particularly

 true of the Haifa Arab Women's Union, led by the dynamic Sadhij Nassar,
 wife of Najib Nassar, the editor and owner of al-Karmil.44 The Haifa organi-
 zation was distinguished for its radicalism, which resulted on more than one

 occasion in the arrest of its leadership for actions such as smashing shop
 windows and intimidating shopkeepers (in one incident pouring paraffin

 over the produce of vegetable merchants) who did not observe the 1936
 general strike.45 The Haifa AWU openly defied not only the British but also
 the male-led national movement. In 1933, for example, both the Islamic Soci-

 ety in Haifa and Musa Kadhim Husayni, head of the Arab Executive, bowed
 to government pressure and canceled plans for demonstrations to mark Bal-
 four Day, calling instead for a day of silence. The Haifa AWU continued with
 its demonstration, however, carrying children with them (a favorite tactic)

 and taking them around to government offices and foreign consulates.46

 All the major cities and towns had fairly active chapters of the AWA/AWU,

 although the ones that received the most publicity were the Acre, Haifa,
 Jaffa, Jerusalem, and Nablus branches. The women in the coastal areas were
 particularly energetic in their work on behalf of detainees, whose numbers

 swelled during the Arab Revolt. The major detention camp was in Acre, and
 women from Acre, Haifa, Jaffa, and Ramla were tireless in their efforts to
 provide food and clothing to prisoners, demand releases and family visits,

 and protest death sentences. The coastal chapters of the AWA/AWU also
 were among the most militant. Jaffa women were arrested for curfew viola-
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 tions and sparked massive demonstrations of 5,000 people more than
 once.47 The Acre group, which frequently coordinated its activities with the

 Haifa branch, held lively, massive demonstrations, particularly during the
 Arab Revolt.

 Local leaders developed their own followings, achieving prominence be-
 yond their regions. While competition existed, particularly when elections

 were held, the prolonged and sustained commitment of certain local leaders
 shows the stability of the local chapters and the movement as a whole. Lead-

 ers such as Haifa's Sadhij Nassar and Miryam al-Khalil, Acre's Anisa al-Khadra

 and Asma Tubi, Jaffa's 'Adele 'Azar, Nablus' Miryam Hashim, and Jerusalem's

 coterie of stalwarts-Duzdar, Mogannam, Nashashibi, Sakakini, Shihabi-
 were distinguished for their activity over many years.48

 TACTICS, STRATEGIES, AND ACTION

 The tactics and strategies of the women's movement were informed by its

 complex relationships to three entities: public opinion (both Palestinian and
 international), the male-led nationalist movement, and the British colonial

 government. The women were conscious of how they publicly presented
 both their cause and themselves as its champions, playing on what they un-

 derstood to be the cultural assumptions (sexual, religious, and class) of these
 three entities and manipulating them for their own ends. The women could

 be "traditional" when it suited their purposes, yet they also projected a posi-
 tive self-image constructed of their identity as modern, bourgeois citizens of
 a future state. Not surprisingly, their use of these different discourses varied

 depending upon the audience. When addressing Western and Arab public
 opinion, they projected the active, "faithful" woman citizen,49 whereas, in
 their interactions with government authorities, they invoked an essentialized
 womanhood and "tradition."

 One of their major activities was participating in demonstrations, mixed
 and segregated. In April 1933, the Jerusalem women, joining a nationwide

 boycott of the visit of General Allenby to dedicate the new YMCA building,
 staged a highly symbolic and emotionally charged demonstration during
 which a Christian (Matiel Mogannam) delivered a speech at the

 Mosque of 'Umar, and a Muslim (Tarab 'Abd al-Hadi)

 Women's frequent did the same before Christ's tomb in the Holy Sepul-
 participation in cher. Police noted the unusual presence at this pro-

 demonstrations signified test of peasant women.50
 their willingness to engage Women's frequent participation in demonstrations

 in "unladylike" and even signified their willingness to engage in "unladylike"
 violent behavior. and even violent behavior, thereby defying cultural

 norms that prescribed limited public visibility of wo-

 men. In mixed demonstrations, the women marched surrounded by men,
 confounding the British practice of separating the sexes during demonstra-
 tions so as to deal with the men by force while avoiding physical harm to the
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 women. The police were well aware of the demonstrators' tactical inten-

 tions, and following the 1933 demonstrations police depositions complained

 that "the women are brought into the plan of campaign solely for the pur-

 pose of embarrassing the Police."51 And indeed, during those demonstra-

 tions the government's worst fears were realized: the British were perceived

 as attacking defenseless women, provoking male outrage and upsetting

 "tradition."52

 As of 1935-36, as the strength of the women's movement developed, wo-

 men increasingly staged their own, large, segregated demonstrations. This

 might have been an attempt to attract larger crowds of women to sex-segre-

 gated demonstrations, thus dramatizing the events and increasing their

 impact.

 The women showed considerable sophistication in their use of the press,

 dramatizing their movement through, among other things, repeatedly em-

 phasizing the novelty of women engaged in certain activities for the "first"

 time. The press eagerly picked up on this. Press reports of the 1929 congress,

 for example, all heralded the event as "the first time in history" Arab women

 had organized a women's congress or entered the world of politics.53 Such
 phrasing came to distinguish the discourse about women in every situation,

 and articles proliferated about the "first Muslim woman dentist," the "first

 Arab woman to be conferred with the honor of arrest in Palestine," "the first

 time an Arab lady addressed [a particular] club," "the first time that Tulkarm

 ladies demonstrated," "the first time that Arab women in this district [Beer-

 sheba] shared men's struggle," and so forth.54 (Analogous to the "first time"
 phrase, frequent use of the words "women" or "ladies" in headlines about

 demonstrations had a similarly sensational effect.) There are also strong indi-
 cations that the women fed the press "inside" news. On the very morning
 that the 1929 congress was to take place, for example, Filastin-English pub-
 lished a detailed article about it that could only have come from prior

 briefings.

 All the newspapers, regardless of political orientation, were enthusiastic

 partisans of the women's movement. A remarkable, mutually cozy relation-
 ship developed, and the press reported extensively on the women's move-

 ment. In May 1936, the first month of the six-month general strike, for

 example, there were more than fifty articles about women's involvement in

 Filastin and al-Difa' alone. The women's statements, telegrams, and other
 missives often were quoted in extenso. The women, for their part, praised

 and supported the press (even materially).

 One of the shared agendas of the press and the women was the desire to
 project a positive image of the active "modern" (elite) Arab woman to garner

 sympathy and solidarity abroad. While this effort targeted the Arab world as

 well, it was especially aimed at the West, particularly the British public,

 which could influence the colonial government. An excerpt from the Eng-
 lish-language version of Filastin expresses this aim eloquently:
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 It is gratifying to be able to inform the West and Westerners

 that an end is being put to their misconceptions of the Arab

 woman and her alleged slavish status. The Arab woman is

 not, as most Westerners think, a veiled creature hidden be-

 hind screens in voluptuous Hareems of wealthy Pashas and

 Beys. She is an enlightened and free citizen enjoying equal

 rights and privileges as her mate, and participating in his

 political activities.55

 The contrast between the effusive praise of the women's movement in the

 press and the relative silence on the part of the male nationalist leadership

 could indicate both more progressive views on the overall issue of gender

 among intellectuals, as represented by the press, and, perhaps, fears of a

 potential threat to male hegemony on the part of the nationalist leaders. At

 all events, newspapers that criticized the mainstream Husayni-dominated na-

 tional movement simultaneously praised and encouraged the women's ac-

 tivities, even though many if not most of these activities explicitly supported

 the mainstream movement.56

 Indeed, the press was rife with comparisons between the women's and

 men's nationalist activities, to the detriment of the latter. One article noted

 during the Arab Revolt that the women sent more telegrams protesting Brit-
 ish policies than the men. Another described how a women's demonstration

 in Haifa went to Government House "just as the ladies planned for it to, un-

 like the men's demonstration which never oversteps the government's

 boundaries." Yet another mentions a pamphlet sent out by Haifa women

 calling upon the men to unite, adding that "these women were the only ones

 who raised their voices against the government when some of the men were

 meeting with the district governor."57

 Another major activity of the women's movement involved the virtually

 daily dispatch of telegrams, letters, and memoranda to the British govern-
 ment, sympathizers in the British press and public, the League of Nations
 Permanent Mandates Commission, Arab kings and heads of state, and other

 women's organizations throughout the world. Their tireless recourse to writ-

 ten protest, besides reflecting their education and belief in the power of the
 written word, also reflects the somewhat naive faith-widespread among

 their class at the time-in "British justice."58 The AWA, in its correspondence,
 tried to shame the British into living up to this high-minded concept.59 But
 for all their missives, which generally were careful to differentiate between

 the "British public" or "nation" and the government in a kind of propaganda
 war, the elite women who ran the movement could not bring themselves to
 sustained expressions of hostility toward the British, revealing their ambigu-

 ous relationship with the colonizers and all that they represented.

 Nonetheless, the women showed the same sophistication in their dealings

 with the British government that they displayed with the press. They under-

 stood the British government's self-image of embodying "British justice" and
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 utilized this trope to hoist the government with its own petard. They also

 exploited the British government's horror of upsetting the religious, cultural,

 and social status quo in Palestine. One of their major weapons was thus re-

 peatedly to invoke transgressions against "tradition" and "religion," calling

 attention to incidents in which "sacred Arab traditions [were] violated,

 mosques desecrated and [the] Holy Quran trodden upon."60

 Not only did the AWA prey upon British concern for Muslim sensibilities,

 they also played the Christian card, appealing to Britain's Christian identity

 while at the same time implicitly (or even explicitly) comparing British rule

 unfavorably with previous, non-Christian authorities. In a meeting with the

 high commissioner in the wake of the 1933 disturbances, for example, Melia

 Sakakini declared, "I feel very reluctant as a Christian to express my deep

 indignation.... We lived under the Turks for 1,300 years and we were not

 molested. No such atrocities were committed then as are committed now."61

 The most frequent issues raised by the movement, however, were trans-

 gressions against the "traditions" of seclusion and segregation, practices that

 this group rarely observed. The same ladies who had kicked the gates of

 government offices and stood on a balcony "inflaming" [sic] the (male)

 crowd during the 1933 Jaffa disturbances would demurely declare, at meet-
 ings with the high commissioner, that "the traditions of Arab women, espe-

 cially the Moslems among them ... would normally prevent them from

 calling on Your Excellency or any officer of Government."62 This particular
 line was used repeatedly to excoriate the government and turn accusations

 around; thus women could blame the government for "forcing" them to en-

 gage in protest activities that sometimes turned violent.

 Similarly, the women referred to the "traditional rights" of Arab women

 "to live in dignity and away from the mixing with men."63 By implying that

 tradition conferred upon them special rights, the women subversively trans-
 formed the ostensibly oppressive custom of sexual segregation into a "right,"

 which contrived to make British violations of this custom seem barbarous

 and which called into question "British justice" and the moral authority that
 supposedly legitimized colonial rule. In so doing, they turned gender limita-

 tions upside down, converting them into a tactical weapon.

 The British authorities, for their part, despite politely worded professions

 of respect for the "ladies," utilized their own manipulation of tradition to en-
 sure that the women did not step out of line. Instead of directly restricting
 and controlling the women, the government frequently delegated the task of

 enforcement to Arab men. In employing the tactic of patriarchal collusion,
 the British government ironically coerced the men into upholding and en-
 forcing not only traditional gender norms but also its own restrictions on

 women. The government's attempt to enlist "some of the Moslem leaders" to
 stop the women's planned demonstration at the time of the 1929 congress
 has already been mentioned. Another such instance took place in 1936,

 when the government, in trying to prevent the Jaffa AWA from holding a
 meeting, delegated officials to negotiate not with the women but with the
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 (male) national committee. Its attempt to force the national committee to

 prevent the public from mixing with the women when they entered and ex-

 ited the meeting backfired, however, and a massive demonstration went

 forward.64

 The British government felt compelled to respond to international pres-

 sure produced by the publicity of the women's movement. Government files

 are studded with letters from groups responding to appeals by the women's

 movement concerning government measures. The government replied de-

 fensively, sometimes issuing special reports, as in the case of the 1933 inci-

 dents and the 1939 arrest and detention without trial of Sadhij Nassar.65

 CONCLUSION

 The brutal crushing by the British of the Arab Revolt in 1939 almost totally

 neutralized the Palestinian national movement, while the onset of World War

 II initiated a period of deceptive calm in Palestine that was to last until the

 mid-1940s. The women's movement, in keeping with the times, temporarily

 turned away from political activism and concentrated instead on social and

 developmental activities-founding medical clinics and schools for girls, as
 well as sports and literary clubs, and deepening its involvement with the

 pan-Arab women's movement. But as the Jewish-Arab conflict escalated af-

 ter the war, the women's movement again found itself drawn into politics.

 By this time, however, the movement's leadership had become almost insti-

 tutionalized, using its tighter organization to coordinate more closely with its

 constituent elements and the male-led movement in the various protests and
 in organizing medical and financial support for the fighters. With the chaos

 of the 1948 war, the women's movement, like most other Palestinian institu-

 tions, was fragmented and dispersed, as individual women got caught up in
 family and communal survival.

 Given the political turbulence of the times and the primacy of the national
 cause, it is not surprising that the movement during this period was not
 "feminist" insofar as it did not strive for political, legal, social, and economic
 equality with men. Yet the women in the movement demonstrated their own

 indigenous feminism, manipulating gender norms in order to subvert and
 challenge power structures. While pushing against the boundaries within
 which gendered social practices confined them, they calibrated their mili-
 tancy to the particular times of crisis to which they responded. Afsaneh
 Najmabadi has suggested that women's ostensibly conservative discourses in

 this period could be deemed simultaneously "disciplinary and
 emancipatory," accepting and in some cases embracing seemingly repres-
 sive ideas and practices and transforming them in the process for their own

 emancipatory purposes.66 Palestinian women, in simultaneously articulating
 support for "tradition" and transgressing its norms, chose to utilize it as a tool

 that, ironically, empowered them to behave radically in the name of its
 defense.
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 The ten-year period from the movement's inception in 1929 until the end

 of the Arab Revolt was a turbulent, energetic, and heady era for the women's
 movement. Through this movement, Palestinian women of the Mandate

 years provided a kind of training ground for women to enter public activity.

 Some have argued that the way women organized in this period "would not

 have led to substantial gains in women's status in the long run."67 I would
 argue the opposite; it is precisely the legacy of the historical women's move-
 ment that set a precedent for and enabled contemporary Palestinian wo-

 men's activists to mark a place for themselves in nationalist and feminist
 politics.
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